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Abstract:  1 

Purpose: Existing automated spine alignment are based on original X-rays that are not applicable for teleradiology for 2 

spinal deformities patients. We aim to provide a novel automated vertebral segmentation method enabling accurate 3 

sagittal alignment detection, with no restrictions imposed by image quality or pathology type. 4 

 5 

Methods: 428 optical images of original sagittal X-rays taken by smartphones or screenshots for consecutive patients 6 

attending our spine clinic were prospectively collected. Of these, 300 were randomly selected and their vertebrae were 7 

labelled with Labelme. The ground truth were specialists measured sagittal alignment parameters. Pre-trained Mask 8 

R-CNN was fine-tuned and trained to predict the vertebra level(s) on the remaining 128 testing cases. The sagittal 9 

alignment parameters including the thoracic kyphosis (TK), lumbar lordosis (LL) and sacral slope (SS) were auto-10 

detected, based on the segmented vertebra. Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and mean Intersection over Union 11 

(mIoU) were calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted vertebra. The detected sagittal alignments were then 12 

quantitatively compared with the ground truth. 13 

 14 

Results: The DSC was 84.6±3.8% and mIoU was 72.1±4.8% indicating accurate vertebra prediction. The sagittal 15 

alignments detected were all strongly correlated with the ground truth (p<0.001).  Standard errors of the estimated 16 

parameters had a small difference from the specialists’ results (3.5°for TK and SS; 3.4° for LL). 17 

 18 

Conclusion: This is the first study using fine-tuned Mask R-CNN to predict vertebral locations on optical images of 19 

X-rays accurately and automatically. We provide a novel alignment detection method that has a significant application 20 

on teleradiology aiding out of hospital consultations. 21 

 22 

Keywords: Transfer learning; Mask R-CNN; Spinal deformity; Teleradiology; Out-of-hospital consultation; 23 

Automated analysis   24 
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Introduction 1 

Spinal deformity is a prevalent spine problem and their symptoms can be disabling[1]. The sagittal alignment 2 

parameters (i.e. thoracic kyphosis, lumbar lordosis, sacral slope and pelvic tilt) are critical for clinical diagnosis, 3 

follow-up and surgical planning of spinal deformities[2,3]. The measurements of these parameters are commonly 4 

performed by trained personnel using the build-in tools of the hospital-based picture archiving and communication 5 

system (PACS).  The measurement is a manual and time-consuming process, and presents with unavoidable intra- and 6 

inter-observer variabilities[4]. Hence there is interest to develop automated spinal alignment analysis tools to improve 7 

clinical productivity and the accuracy of the measurements[5]. Previous studies have demonstrated both rule-based 8 

(i.e. Surgimap, X Align, Integrated Global Alignment, etc) and artificial intelligence approaches[6-9] to detect 9 

vertebrae in the coronal plane. However, the automated segmentation of vertebrae on the sagittal plane has not been 10 

studied, which can be valuable in pre-operative planning enabling precise and standardized clinical evaluation between 11 

surgeons and improves patient management[2,3,10].  12 

DICOM based images on hospital PACS have been superseded by internet based PACS due to its easily 13 

accessible and cost-efficient features, which can also facilitate real-time and out of hospital consultations[11]. Since 14 

the majority of spinal surgeons use mobile phones for quick communication[12], capturing optical images of the 15 

original radiographs or on the stationary PACS using their mobile phone for discussion with other clinicians is 16 

common practice (teleradiology). The convenient optical image of X-rays on a mobile phone can assist in triaging and 17 

decision-making. Thus, a combination of automated alignment detection and smartphone acquired images from 18 

varying sources will add value in the current clinical practice. However, previous automated spinal image 19 

assessments[6-9] were based on original X-rays with high and consistent image quality. This is not easily accessible 20 

in teleradiology, and for out of hospital consultation.  Especially when optical images are taken by phones, 21 

inconsistencies in image quality are expected with various lighting, contrast, rotation and vibration.  Therefore, an 22 

automated tool for segmenting vertebrae and performing automated alignment analysis using optical spinal images 23 

(irrespective of their source) can reduce the burden on the laborious manual alignment analysis and provide an easily 24 

accessible tool for teleradiology.   25 

Amongst the engineering and information technology tools available, the well-developed Mask Region-based 26 

Convolutional Network (R-CNN)[13] extends Faster R-CNN[15] by adding a branch for predicting segmentation 27 

masks on each Region of Interest (RoI). This in parallel with the existing branch for classification and bounding box 28 
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regression, provide accurate and fast automated segmentation of objects (i.e. cars, trees, animals, humans, etc.). The 1 

mask branch is a small Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)[16] applied to the region of interest that predicts a 2 

segmentation mask by a pixel-to-pixel manner. Thus, they can provide accurate segmentation results of natural images, 3 

but the transfer learning of the Mask R-CNN on spinal X-rays has not been attempted. 4 

This study aims to provide a robust automated vertebral segmentation method and to eliminate the previous 5 

restrictions of automated segmentation created by variable imaging qualities. The study objectives include 1) 6 

preparing a diverse dataset of optical images captured from the original sagittal X-rays; 2) tuning the pre-trained Mask 7 

R-CNN by natural images based on our collected dataset; and 3) evaluating the accuracy of the predicted segmentation 8 

and alignment measurements. We hypothesise that the fine-tuned Mask R-CNN can accurately predict the 9 

segmentation of the vertebrae (based on its performance in accurately segmenting natural images) and thus enable 10 

measurements of sagittal spinal alignment based on optical images of X-rays simply taken by a smartphone. 11 

 12 

Material and methods  13 

Dataset and image pre-processing 14 

This study was approved by the local health regulatory authorities. A prospective consecutive collection of 15 

428 optical images of the original sagittal X-rays of patients with spinal deformity were collected.  These patients 16 

were referred to scoliosis clinic between 1 January 2019 and 30 April 2019.  Images were randomly acquired using 17 

smartphones (Figure 1) or screenshot of X-rays displayed on the PACS. The collected images have various 18 

unintentional experimental settings such as the noise from devices, illumination, vibration, motion and contrast 19 

variations, resulting in different image qualities. Thus, the raw optical images of the X-Ray were of different sizes, 20 

ranging from 600×319 to 934×1384 pixels. Additionally, most of the X-Ray images contained the whole spine, but a 21 

few captured the entire body. Considering such variations existed in the X-Ray images, we firstly performed pre-22 

process on the images. 23 

Our first preprocessing step was to unify the input images for the subsequent training, we cropped and resized 24 

all the remaining samples to 840×360. To deal with the smaller raw images, we upscaled both horizontally and 25 

vertically using a bilinear interpolation method; for larger raw images, we cropped and downsized the height or width 26 

to ensure each input image was proper for training. Then the average intensity was normalised to reduce the influences 27 
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of illumination fluctuations. Figure 2A illustrated the preprocessing procedure using three samples. Figure 2B and 1 

Figure 2C demonstrated the region proportion statistics of 60 randomly selected samples.   2 

Augmentation and labelling 3 

Practically, due to the various disturbances in the external environment, an automated segment and detection 4 

system was quite sensitive to the quality of X-Ray images. Any small changes in the image acquisition process and 5 

light intensities could mislead the auto-detection system and result in poor outcomes. To relieve the effects from 6 

outside circumstances and enhance the robustness of our system, we also simulated the real-world situation and 7 

generated different types of low-quality images based on our optical images of X-rays after pre-processing. This was 8 

achieved by introducing contrast vibration, and scaling on the existing images, as well as randomised horizontal 9 

flipping and rotations ranging from 1° to 5°. An open-source software known as Labelme (MIT, Computer Science 10 

and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory) was used to indicate the coordinates of the vertebral border to provide ground 11 

truth for the segmentation (Figure 3a). 12 

Transfer leaning and network fine-tuning 13 

We exploited transfer learning as it is a sub-field of machine leaning, The Mask R-CNN used in this study 14 

was pre-trained on the Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset[14], and the pre-trained model was fine-tuned 15 

with our labelled optical images of the X-rays. The vertebra mask was classified into two classes according to the 16 

location of vertebrae enabling feature learning. One class was the vertebra in the thoracic cavity, and the remaining 17 

lumbar vertebra was another class. The model was trained by the two stages. In the first 50 epochs (1000 steps per 18 

epoch), only the head layers were trained by the learning rate of 0.001, and then all layers were trained by the learning 19 

rate of 0.0001. Due to the discrete nature of the vertebra, the non-maximum suppression threshold, which controlled 20 

the percent of overlapping of the instances, was adjusted to 0.0001, indicating no overlapping between vertebrae. 300 21 

out of the 428 images were randomly selected to train the model and 128 out of the remained images were used to test 22 

the model. 23 

Post-processing 24 

There were some noise masks in some segmentation images (Figure 4A). However, the noise was removed 25 

by calculating the slope change of adjacent spines, because the sagittal curvature of the spine was within a small range 26 

(0.6°-32° for this dataset). To remove the noise, firstly, the geometric center c1,c2,c3,..., (Figure 4B) was calculated 27 

according to the mask. Secondly, we calculated the slope of adjacent spines, k1=△y1/△x1, k2=△y2/△x2,..., (Figure 28 
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4C), and then obtained the slope change, k1-k2,..., . The threshold of slope change was set as 1.7, being a tangent 1 

value of 60°, and the masks were removed if the slope change of adjacent spines was more than the threshold. Figure 2 

7D indicated the de-noised segmentation result.   3 

Automated vertebral segmentation and alignment measurements 4 

Key sagittal alignment parameters including the thoracic kyphosis (TK: T5-12), lumbar lordosis (LL: L1-5) 5 

and sacral slope (SS) were detected using the following steps.  Pelvic tilt and pelvic incidence were not routinely 6 

measured due to inadequate exposure of the femoral heads in some images. A binary image was generated from the 7 

mask (Figure 5A) and then the outline of the mask was obtained (Figure 5B). The boundary contours were fitted with 8 

the smallest circumscribed rectangle (Figure 5C). The upper and lower border of the endplates of specific vertebra 9 

could then be detected. The least-squares method was used to get the straight line fitted to the endplates (Figure 5D), 10 

and the angle of the line could be detected by calculating the angle between the straight line. The sagittal alignment 11 

measurements made by spine specialists were considered the ground truth. The ground truth was measured using the 12 

build-in system of PACS as a part of routine clinical practice for deformity diagnosis. The specialists who measured 13 

the images were unaware of this study during the reading as they were acquiring the information as part of routine 14 

clinical practice. 15 

Testing and statistical considerations 16 

To evaluate the accuracy of the mask generated segmentation, the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and 17 

Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) were calculated for each image. The equations are shown below, 18 

|B||A|

|BA|2




DSC , 19 

BA

BA
UI




o , 20 

where A is the ground truth and B is the segmentation result, gauging the similarity between A and B.  21 

The comparison of the mean between the ground truth and the automated alignment measurements were 22 

conducted by calculating the mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of error for TK, LL and SS. In order 23 

to quantitatively compare the results obtained for the testing set with the ground truth, we also conducted linear 24 

regression and Bland-Altman analyses by using the Python library StatsModels[14].  For data reporting, R2 represented 25 
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the square of correlation coefficient.  Standard errors of the estimate (S) represented the standard deviation of the 1 

differences between the prediction results and was reported along with the p value.  2 

 3 

Results 4 

The sagittal alignment parameters of the dataset had TK ranging from 0.6° to 71.3°, LL from 15.8° to 89.6° 5 

and SS from 8.2°-72.2° indicating the diversity in spinal pathologies. With the fine-tuned Mask R-CNN, the prediction 6 

of the segmentation was accurate with average DSC of 84.6±3.8% and mIoU of 72.1±4.8%. For key alignment 7 

parameters, in comparison with the ground truth, the absolute value of mean error was within an acceptable range of 8 

3.0°-3.3° with a standard deviation of 1.2°-1.3° (Table 1). 9 

The overall validity of the newly proposed transfer learning approach was confirmed by our analysis of the 10 

results with small differences between the testing results and the ground truth (Table 2, Figure 6). Those differences 11 

were not apparent in the qualitative visual evaluation (Figure 4, 5). The results of the testing were strongly correlated 12 

with the ground truth. The R2 (being the square of correlation coefficient) showed a strong correlation between the 13 

prediction result and ground truth ranging from 0.91 to 0.95, with p<0.001 in all cases (Table 2). The slope of the 14 

regression line was close to the ideal value of 45° (indicating a perfect match being the testing results and the ground 15 

truth) in all cases (Table 2: range 42-44°, Figure 6).  Furthermore, standard errors of the estimate (S), defined as the 16 

standard deviation of the differences between the prediction result and the ground truth were 3.4° to 3.5°.  For all 17 

sagittal parameters included in this study (TK, LL, and SS), Bland-Altman analysis (Figure 7) showed a minimal and 18 

negative mean difference between the ground truth and the prediction result (mean difference -0.2, -0.7 and -0.6 19 

respectively to TK, LL, and SS). 20 

 21 

Discussion 22 

This study is the first to combine transfer leaning (fine-tuned pre-trained Mask R-CNN) and teleradiology 23 

for fully automated vertebral prediction and sagittal alignment prediction, whereas previous automated methods were 24 

focused on coronal alignment with other methods and used original X-ray images. To our knowledge for the first time 25 

a relatively large dataset of optical images of original X-rays displayed on PACS was established and finetuned Mask 26 

R-CNN was used to predict the vertebral locations. This dataset consists of images with different sizes, contrast, 27 

intensity, minor rotations. Moreover, some images did not capture the femoral heads while some are full-body scans. 28 
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The diversity in this dataset mimics the real-life clinical scenario, especially when using teleradiology. Potential 1 

applications of this method include accelerating spinal deformity screening, and out of hospital consultation when 2 

patients cannot have access to certain medical specialists, as well as clinical trials, in order to avoid the interrater 3 

disagreement. Furthermore, this may act as a quick data collection tool for research purposes. 4 

Previous automated segmentation studies have demonstrated that automated alignment measurements can be 5 

generated based on Cobb angles on the coronal images of patients with idiopathic scoliosis[5-9,15,16]. It is worth 6 

noting that one study directly regressed Cobb angles from input images[16]. However, we argue that learning to detect 7 

end vertebrae as a recognition/classification task is more stable than learning to estimate Cobb angles directly as a 8 

regression task. The application of intermediate supervision can improve the reliability of the predicted results. For 9 

example, Horng et al[15] performed spine segmentation using a U-Net[17], and they computed Cobb angles directly 10 

from segmentation results according to its definition, which is similar to our approach using Mask R-CNN to segment 11 

the vertebra and then detect the sagittal alignment parameters. There is one recent study that used both coronal and 12 

sagittal X-rays from multiple populations as the training dataset to predict the alignment parameters[18], but this 13 

previous work was based on original X-rays archived from the PACS system, which is not applicable for teleradiology 14 

and out of hospital consultation.  15 

For this study, pre-trained Mask R-CNN[13] on natural images (COCO dataset) were used and no new 16 

machine learning model were developed. However, using a small training dataset with 300 images, the fine-tuned 17 

Mask R-CNN significantly saved the time to develop a new machine learning method and was able to accurately 18 

predict the vertebra mask (DSC: 84.6±3.8% and mIoU: 72.1±4.8%) on a relatively large testing dataset (128 images). 19 

The testing data consists of 30% of this diversified dataset. Previous reported methods on vertebral segmentation had 20 

DSC ranging from 77.3% to 91.2%, which is comparable to the predictive accuracy of our method[19-21]. Thus, the 21 

vertebra prediction performance (Figure 3) is reliable. This accurate segmentation approach can also assist in future 22 

three-dimensional spinal reconstruction from X-ray images. 23 

Additional to the accurate segmentation, the detection accuracy of sagittal alignment parameters including 24 

TK, LL and SS[22] is comparable with the clinicians’ interrater variance[23-26]. Previous manual assessments done 25 

by experienced clinicians demonstrated absolute disagreement of approximately 1.5°[23], 3.9°[24] and 5.8°[26] for 26 

mean LL. Previous work reported large variations of TK measurements ranging from 6.2°[26] to 7.3°[27]. However, 27 

the variance in TK from previous studies was more likely to be caused by different TK measurement methods. Our 28 
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work reported a small absolute error of 3.0°-3.3° for the mean and 3.4°-3.5° for S based on the regression analyses 1 

using an automated method on diverse images. This small error indicated a possible clinical application for this method 2 

in the future. 3 

It must be acknowledged that key sagittal alignment parameters such as pelvic tilt and pelvic incidence were 4 

not detected in this study. It was because during the photo taking process, the femoral head was not identified for some 5 

photos or screenshots of the original X-rays. These imaging tasks were performed by different technicians and research 6 

assistants. This diversity was an advantage as it mimicked the real-life scenario. However, for future work, 7 

standardised image capturing guidance should be developed to obtain improved optical images of the X-rays to study 8 

the pelvic parameters as well. Furthermore, it is important to determine whether this method can be implicated into 9 

routine clinical practice to facilitate further detection of sagittal alignment parameters in teleradiology. 10 

For future studies, images with spinal instrumentation will be included. Postoperative alignments are equally 11 

important, and they provide information regarding surgical outcomes. A new dataset containing pre and post-operative 12 

X-rays should be established for future work and to test the methods developed in this study. We suspect further fine-13 

tuning of the Mask R-CNN will be required when images with spinal instrumentations introduced. Nevertheless, a 14 

novel automated sagittal alignment detection method for deformity patients was developed based on optical images 15 

of X-rays. This is the first study using fine-tuned Mask R-CNN to achieve automated segmentation of vertebrae on 16 

optical images of sagittal X-rays. This robust method has significant clinical applications in deformity research and 17 

patient management by facilitating accurate and mobile alignment detection.  18 
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Figure legends 12 

 13 
Figure 1. Acquired optical image of X-rays from a stationary PACS. 14 

 15 

Figure 2. Preprocessing of the optical images and image statistics.  Image A illustrates the preprocessing procedure 16 
using three samples. Images a1, b1 and c1 are the optical images of the X-ray with different sizes and orientations. 17 
The yellow boxes are crop regions, and a2, b2 and c2 are the processed images. Image B demonstrates the statistics 18 
of region proportion of randomly selected 60 test samples after preprocessing, while image C demonstrates the 19 
statistics of randomly selected 60 training samples indicated an average level of region proportion being 0.64-0.65. 20 
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 1 
Figure 3. An example of a comparison of the ground truth and the automated segmentation result. The mask of ground 2 
truth is shown in orange (A) whereas the mask of the generating segmentation is in green (B). 3 

 4 

Figure 4. Some noise masks in the segmentation image. Image A illustrates the noise (blue) generated through our 5 
fine-tuned network. The centre of the vertebra was detected (B) and the slope of adjacent spine was calculated (C). If 6 
the slope was bigger than 60°, the outlier mask was considered as noise and automatically eliminated (D). 7 
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 1 
Figure 5. Automated vertebral segmentation and alignment measurements. The mask of the vertebral body was 2 
generated automatically (A) and the outline of the mask was obtained (B).  The smallest circumscribed rectangle was 3 
automatically selected to fit each mask (C) and the endplates of the specific vertebra (T5, T12, L1, L5, and S1) were 4 
detected to calculate the thoracic kyphosis (TK), lumbar lordosis (LL) and sacral slope (SS) shown in image D. 5 
 6 

 7 
Figure 6. Regression analysis of the alignment parameters predicted by the Mask R-CNN detections (y-axis) versus 8 
the ground truth results measured manually by the spine specialists (x-axis). For TK, LL and SS, good agreement 9 
between the auto-detected degrees and the ground truth is observed. All units are in degrees. 10 
 11 
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 1 

Figure 7. Bland-Altman plots comparing the agreement of sagittal alignment parameters between the Mask R-CNN 2 
detections versus the ground truth results measured manually by spine specialists. Y-axis showed the difference 3 
between the measurements between automated results and the ground truth. The X-axis represented the average of 4 
these measures ((automated results + ground truth)/2). Small mean differences from -0.7° to -0.2° were shown between 5 
the auto-detected alignment parameters and the ground truth. All units are in degrees. 6 
 7 

Tables 8 

Table 1.  Mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of the error between the ground truth and the Mask R-9 
CNN facilitated sagittal alignment prediction. 10 

Parameter  Mean  Standard Deviation 

Thoracic Kyphosis (T5‐12)  3.0°  1.2° 

Lumbar Lordosis (L1‐5)  3.2°  1.3° 

Sacral Slope (SS)  3.3°  1.3° 
 11 

Table 2. Regression analysis of the correlation between the values of the anatomical parameters evaluated by spine 12 
specialists and those calculated by the Mask R-CNN. 13 

Parameter  R2  p value 
Slope of the  
regression line 

Standard error of  
the measurement(S) 

Thoracic Kyphosis (T5‐12)  0.944  <0.001  44°  3.5° 
Lumbar Lordosis (L1‐5)  0.946  <0.001  42°  3.4° 
Sacral Slope (SS)  0.914  <0.001  43°  3.5° 

 14 


